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About This Game

Rival Nation Wars is a 1 or 2 player real time strategy game in which you research technologies, build buildings, and manage
your workforce, in order to purchase the weapons you'll need to defeat your enemy before it defeats you. Rival Nation Wars has
a 1-player campaign mode spanning 18 scenarios, 2-player simultaneous head to head action, four tutorial campaigns, high score

board, and a full in game manual.
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This game is exactly what the trailer shows. You press keys and you get points. It also allows you to leave it run in the
background and gain points from all the key presses you do in your day, although it seems to be a little too intensive on the
GPU. It's essentialy an idle game without all of the mind manipulation and effort required of you. It's kinda funny, but there are
definitaly many people don't like paying money for this kinda of stuff. Unless you don't mind paying 99 cents for a chuckle or
want to make your google searches feel meaningful I wouldn't recommend this.. No controls work for me. I can't create objects
and can't even close the menu. The only thing that works is teleporting.

When the controls do work, others have said they are horrible.

I tried the community hub to get help from a dev regarding my issues. No response. Devs should be ready to answer questions
the day their game comes out. Only thing left to do is leave a negative review.
. yup
killer7 is a good game. "Purchase Tabletopia on Steam to gain full access to the service right now via your Steam client. "
"Tabletopia will be free-to-play after release."

I install and boot it up for the first time. I connect my steam account to their website, but it says I need an invite code. I click on
workshop and it says I need to purchase premium. I finally get it and try to play a game - any game. It keeps on saying I need to
pay more. After some more log in issues I finally switch from Chrome to Firefox, and download the latest Java and Unity Web
Player. I start loading a game, "Unexpected error". I try another one "The content was stopped because a fatal content error". I
try a few more games, as well as relogging in, and reloading my internet browser. Same errors and crashes.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
. Ooh, this was a good one.

The mysterious troll whose name wasn't given is an absolute sweetheart and a canon moirailegence needs to happen.

Zebruh however? One of the more unlikeable characters, but with a pretty solid satire of the social justice crowd (at the very
least the male feminists who do their "activism" strictly-speaking to get a little nook-licking, if you catch my drift). And I
thought the existence of Kankri was a burn. DAMN.

If you are looking to spend $0.99 to get a couple more trolls in your FriendSim, if you haven't gotten them all already, then
please get these guys.. Still the best game in the genre. Unfortunately it is also very dated and the UI is less than comfortable. If
you are willing to get over that aspect though, this is a deep and enjoyable game. Still wishing for a sequal.. This is my first
review ever of a game and I've been playing for many years now. What can I say? Just buy it? It's THAT good, specially with a
group of friends. We had a blast playing this game several times and it has always been fun. It is a short game indeed but very
fun nonetheless. While I would have wanted to see more multiplayer options for enhanced replay value, at $5 this game is a steal
and given that the author works alone, it's well worth the money two times over. The latter is also working on free updates with
new maps and I wouldn't mind spending a couple of bucks for the new updates as a means of supporting the author.. best horror
game i have played but it has a few glitches tho
but its very fun to mess around with the neighbor but wehn i want to downlad the demo of the game when i already have the full
realease it doesn`t work. I love the art and the way the game plays but sadly the devs abandoned it and with the amount of
content present in the game I cannot in good faith say that you should spend money on this game. Armageddon doesn't
download\/run or its not included.

Do not buy this game from steam (not their fault) - much better if you source it elsewhere
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Solitaire is OK. Music is great.. 10 out of 10! BUY THIS GAME NOW!
The tactics of VEmpire are fantastic! You will not find a game like this any where else.
The love and dedication that went into this creation are evident from start to finish. The atmosphere is wonderfully suspenseful,
the music is top notch and fits perfectly, the art is above and beyond.
As for game play, you have to experience it to really understand just how creative a card game can be!

One purchase gets you the whole game. If you have reservations just because it's not free to play, you are missing out.

As for the Dev, he's so much into his creation that you feel as if he's that "favorite player" you run into in CCG's. The one you
always enjoy meeting in the lobby and playing a round or two with!

Wolf, you have a smash hit here! A great big Cheers! to you!
. For $.99 this game is what it should be: a bite sized chunk of the old school twin stick arcade shooters.

Enemy variation and weapon upgrades are nice and the global and friend scoreboards keep me playing.

Three button presses from launching game to getting into the action. Quick, addictive, challenging. Great game to play at work!.
Definitely my favorite 4x game, with RTS elements. The most customizability of any 4x game out there, unlimited research
(you'll never reach the end of the research tree, really!), huge space battles with as many ships and planets as your computer can
handle. Carriers work like they're supposed to. Satellites, space stations, good AI, and the ability to customize the game code as
you see fit. Search them on Reddit, where the developers stopped in a few times to talk about their game and thank the
community for their support.. I like the puzzles but the controlls on pc don't feel especially good, will be picking up on mobile
instead.. No. Just No. Cute idea with a horrible execution. You have to guide your ever growing worm thing through the maze
without getting stuck. So stopping and turning are essential. But the game has a mind of its own. You try to go forward once and
turn left by clicking the arrow keys on your keyboard and instead the worm races forward several lengths running into itself
ending the game. I could almost deal with the teadiousness of it for the achievements and because it could perhaps be fun, but
the achievements require the game to play flawlessly which it doesn't. Check out how many actually have completed the
achievements and you'll see a pattern. I got it in a bundle. I'm going to spend five minutes on the other game. If it's not a
complete winner I'm returning it. Not worth full price. Not worth it on sale for a fraction of that. No help with game functioning
on the forum.. Fun time killer, satisfying when shooting down a horde of zombies. If you got time to spare, give it a shot.. I got
arrested for walking around naked classic!. they need to update it i cant access my menu.....

JUNK
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